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CALL FOR PAPER :-
Word limit for Abstract: 250 words, Word Limit for Full 

paper:2500 words, maximum six pages including graphs, tables 

and appendix. Paper Submission for publication up to 10th 

April  2021

Key words: maximum: 5 words, Referencing style: APA style 

Format: MS Word, Font Times New Roman, Title should be 14 

Font size and paper Font size 12, single spaced and a margin of 

1” on all sides Correct name, designation, e-mail ID of the authors 

and affiliating organization need to be clearly mentioned on the 

first page of the paper followed by abstract and paper.

Paper Submission E-Mail Id :conference@jjtu.ac.in

*Payment Mode :  Cash / DD in favor of JJT University, 
          payable at Jhunjhunu

Bank Detail :
HDFC BANK
A/c No. 50200028167665
IFSC - HDFC0001312
BRANCH- Jhunjhunu
Type - Current A/C

About the Shri Jagdishprasad Jhabarmal  Tibrewala 
University : Shri Jagdishprasad Jhabarmal Tiberwala  
University is  approved by   Rajasthan State  Govt.  Act   2009  
Vide  F2(5)  Vidhi/2/2009.  It   has   been  sponsored    by 
Rajasthani Seva Sangh, Mumbai, a  registered trust of  
Industrialists, business houses, who have their roots in  
Rajasthan, with a  view to  uplift the   academic and 
economic growth of their native area. The University is 
located at Vidyanagari, Chudela, Jhunjhunu-Churu road, 
Jhunjhunu. The University has   highly qualified and   
experienced   faculty   educated   from   premier   
institutions   of    India   and abroad.  The University is   
research oriented and is   focusing on   innovations and 
research.

Advisory Board

Dr. V.S. Valecha, Dr. L.M. Dani, Dr. Nidhi Yadav, 

Dr. CA Subhash Desai, Dr. Swati Desai

Dr. Aman Gupta,

Organizing Committee :

Sub themes :

· Issues and Challenges of the new strain of mutated coronavirus and 

its impact on education and business sector

· Issues and Challenges of the new strain of mutated coronavirus and 

its impact on human life

· Effective role of IoT and cloud technology during the entire phase of 

new strain of mutated corona virus

· Emerging legal formalities during the entire phase of new strain of 

mutated coronavirus and change in policies and regulations over 

transportation and mass communication

· Effective strategies and planning on global administrative platform to 

make life easy and smooth for citizen of all countries

· Emerging medical research and development in pharmacy sector for 

better healthcare support during of new strain of mutated corona 

virus

· Study of human psychology and lifestyle for better health care during 

the phase of new strain of mutated corona virus 

· Study on serious and proactive control measures to protect the 

environment science during the new strain of mutated coronavirus

· Effective organized workshop in different regional languages boost 

the awareness about new strain of mutated corona virus

· Analytical study of challenges in agriculture sector during the phase 

of new strain of mutated corona virus

About the conference: 

As the new mutant strain of corona virus is 'out of control'. Residents 
have told to limit socializing to their local areas. The Home Ministry in 
India has also called for an urgent meeting to discuss the new mutant 
corona virus strain. And have been asked now to stay at home and 
follow the strictest of corona virus regulations. The mutant COVID-19 
strain, three things have emerged from the spread: a. It is rapidly 
replacing other versions of the corona virus. b. Parts of the virus have 
demonstrated mutations. c. Some of these mutations have already 
been found to increase the ability to infect cells. With these three 
factors, it is believed that the new mutant virus strain can spread easily.  
So far there has been no evidence to suggest that the mutant corona 
virus strain is more deadly, although that will need to be ascertained. 
However, increasing transmission is a cause for concern not only for the 
masses in general but also for the healthcare infrastructure. As viruses 
go, the new mutant strain seems to be spreading fast. The first case was 
detected in September2020 but in November2020, around a quarter 
of cases were the mutant ones. In mid-December 2020, the patient 
figure increased to nearly two-third. Although concentrated that the  
variant has been detected in India has reported the first eight cases of 
mutant Corona virus. A similar variant has emerged with similar 
mutations but appears to be a different strain. So far there is no 
evidence to suggest that they won't. Leading vaccines work by 
developing an immune response to the existing spike. Vaccines train 
the immune system to attack several parts of the virus. Even if parts of 
the spike mutate, the vaccines should work against the virus. This 
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National Conference on 'Issues and Challenges of the new strain of 
mutated coronavirus in all over the India' offers a unique opportunity 
to get your work published and viewed by hundreds of thousands of 
peers, students, and other members of the academia around the 
nation.

Particulars Amount

ACADEMICIANS / RESEARCH  
SCHOLARS

3,000/-

CORPORATE DELEGATES/ 
POST GRADUATE STUDENTS

500/-

GRADUATE STUDENTS 100/-

Objectives : 

· Aims to spread awareness about critical health issues facing the India 

due to the new strains of mutated coronavirus 

· Identify the role of stakeholders to control over the spreading of new 

strain of mutated coronavirus

· Analyze the effective prevention control method over the 
new strain of mutated coronavirus

· Study of proactive methods use on international 
communication and transaction on platform of education 
and business sector
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